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NEW QUESTION: 1
Identify the two optional WebLogic security providers in an Oracle WebLogic security realm.
A. Adjudication Provider
B. Authentication Provider
C. Authorization Provider
D. Auditing Provider
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option C
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are the controller for an organization. The company purchased six service trucks. You
observe that your accountant set up Fixed assets - vehicles in the wrong fixed asset group.
You need to achieve the following:
* Change the fixed asset group so that the existing fixed asset transactions for the original fixed
asset are
* canceled and regenerated for the new fixed asset.
* Ensure that all value models for the existing fixed asset are created for the new fixed asset.
Any information

* that was set up for the original fixed asset is copied to the new fixed asset.
* Close the old fixed asset number in the old fixed assets group and create a new fixed asset
number in the
* new fixed assets group.
* Ensure that the historical transactions are transferred to the new fixed asset.
* Ensure Historical Depreciation expense entries do not change.
What should you do?
A. Reclassify the fixed asset
B. Transfer the fixed asset
C. Change the fixed asset group and keep the same fixed asset number
D. Copy the fixed asset
Answer: A
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/financials/fixed-assets/tas
ks/reclassify-fixed-assets

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company named Contoso, Ltd. plans to install Microsoft SQL Server on the physical servers
shown in the following table.
Contoso needs to acquire SQL Server 2016 Enterprise licenses for the servers.
How many licenses should be assigned to each server? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References: http://wintelguy.com/mssql-ent-licensing-calc.pl
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